
Curriculum 

Reference 
Objective

To know and to use numbers

M24
Read and write numbers to at least 100 in numerals and 

words.

M25 Recognise place value in 2 digit numbers.

M26 Count in 2s, 3s, 5s, 10s from any number.

M27 Give 10 more or less than any number to 100.

M28 Use < = > to compare.

M29 Sort numbers in increasing and decreasing order.

M30 Use place value and number facts to solve problems. 

To add and subtract:

M31 Mentally calculate 2-1 digits, 2 digits -10 and 2-2 digits.

M32 Solve ‘take away’ and ‘find the difference’ problems.

M33
Recognise addition can be done in any order, 

subtraction cannot.

M34 Use the inverse operation to check calculations.

M35 Solve word problems.

M36 Solve missing number problems. 

M37 Add three 1 digit numbers

To multiply and divide: 

M38 Know 2, 5 and 10 x tables

M39 Use x, ÷ and = signs to write statements

M40
Write and solve x and ÷ problems within 2, 5 and 10 x 

tables.

M41 Use the inverse operation to check calculations.

M42
Recognise that multiplication can be done in any order, 

division cannot.

M43 Solve word problems.

To use fractions: 

M44
Recognise, name and write fractions 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3 

and 3/4 of a whole.

M45 Count in halves and quarters to 10.

M46 Write simple fractions eg 1/2 of 6 = 3 and recognise 

equivalence of 2/4 and 1/2

To use algebra:    

M47
Solve addition and subtraction problems involving 

missing numbers.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

To describe position, direction and movement: 

M48 Use right angles to describe rotation for quarter, half 

and three quarter clockwise and anti-clockwise turns.

M49 Describe movement in a straight line

To understand the properties of shape:

M50 Draw polygons using a ruler.

M51
Identify sides, faces, right angles and symmetry in 

shapes.

M52 Recognise edges, vertices and faces in 3D shapes.

M53 Identify 2D shapes on the faces of 3D shapes

M54 Compare and sort 2D and 3D shapes.

To use measures: 

M55

Choose and use standard units to estimate and measure 

length/height, mass, temperature, volume/capacity 

using appropriate rulers, scales, thermometers 

and measuring vessels.

M56
Compare and order measurements using the signs < = 

>.

M57 Read scales.

M58 Tell, draw and write the time to the nearest 5 minutes.

M59 Recognise and use symbols for pounds and pence.

M60 Find different combinations to make a particular value.

M61
Solve simple practical + and—of money, including 

giving change.

M62
Know the number of minutes in an hour and number of 

hours in a day.

To use statistics: 

M63
Construct and interpret pictograms, tables and simple 

graphs. 

M64 Ask and answer questions about data. 


